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Abstract – A novel concept of modular electromagnetic actuator in valve operation
is proposed. The actuator takes advantage of permanent magnets for assuring stable
positions of the valve body and field coils for control of the valve operation. Mod-
ular design of the actuator allows both bistable and monostable modes. Presented
is the basic concept of the actuator and experimental testing of the first laboratory
prototype in bistable mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Electromechanical actuators (solenoid actuators) are utilized as basic parts of the wide
range of mechatronic systems. They are used mainly as manipulators or control elements
of technological processes and systems. Especially, electromagnetic actuators in valve
operation (electromagnetic valves or solenoid valves) are most frequently used elements
for control of fluid flow in various industrial applications, where they are utilized mainly
in on/off mode [1]. Therefore, innovation of electromagnetic valves has an impact on the
modernization of many technical and technological fields. The important requirements for
current state-of-the-art valves are (i) fast dynamic response, (ii) low energy consumption,
(iii) operation safety (iv) high reliability and (v) embedded intelligence. [2]

The major goal of the paper is to present a novel concept of modular electromagnetic
valve in coaxial design (straight valve). The concept in bistable mode is studied by exper-
imental testing of the first laboratory prototype and also by numerical simulation [3].

II. FORMULATION OF TECHNICAL PROBLEM

At present, electromagnetic valves with returning springs are frequently used in in-
dustrial practice. Springs are very advantageous due to their simplicity and linear force
characteristics in the case when working area of the spring is in the linear domain. A
major problem with springs is so-called fatigue of material, when repeated spring loading
causes elastic deformations or even irreversible plastic deformations that deteriorate the
mechanical properties of the springs. Such degradation of spring may result in a slower
response of the valve or unability to close the valve [1][4].

In order to remove problems with degradation of the springs, they are replaced by
permanent magnets with small proneness to degradation. Moreover, permanent magnets
can be placed not in the working area in the case of coaxial valves, but may be out of the



channel in the magnetic circuit of the valve actuator[6]. By replacing the springs with the
magnets, it is achieved that the movement of the valve is not controlled by the mechani-
cal force generated by the action of the mechanical elements but by the electromagnetic
field—valve becomes fully electromagnetic [5]. Thanks to permanent magnets, it is not
necessary to place any elements creating the valve movement to the working area. This
eliminates the influence of the flow medium on the elements controlling the movement of
the valve. The basic arrangement of new concept is shown in Fig. I.

The presented concept is bistable as well as the previous TROMAG [5], but now the
permanent magnets that are no longer located in the moving piston path but on the middle
pillar of the magnetic circuit dividing the coils. The Rolypoly valve was designed with
various shape of the plunger surface [6]. This shape is important for creating the force
that holds movable plunger in the opened or closed position and the force must be as high
as possible.
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Figure I: Basic concept of proposed valve together with illustration of the major
changes from previous prototypes of the bistable valve TROMAG [5] and

monostable valve Rolypoly [6] (left figure) and cross-section of prototype (right
figure).

The principal advantages of the new concept is the bistable mode secured only by
the permanent magnet meanwhile (i) the permanent magnets are not demagnetized in the
course of the whole operation (permanent magnets are outside of magnetic flux path),
which contributes to the safety and reliability of the actuator, (ii) valve is designed as
straight (coaxial valve), so that fluid pressure losses are reduced, (iii) the actuator does
not contain any further movable elements such as drag-bars or springs and its cleaning is
easy and, finally, (iv) the operation of opening and closing the valve can fully be controlled
only by DC current.

III. DESIGN OF FIRST PROTOTYPE

The first prototype of the proposed valve was developed on the basis of numerical
study results by sensitivity analysis of valve actuator geometry and following design op-
timization of selected geometry parameters [3]. Sensitivity analysis based on described
mathematical model was made for identification of geometry parameters with major in-
fluence on actuator operation. Fig. II shows the parameters of the magnetic circuit.



The Morris method was used for evaluation of parameters sensitivity [7]. The ele-
mentary effect for each analyzed parameter in the case of magnetic field energy Wm is
described by expression

EE =
Wm(p1, . . . , pi +4p, . . . , pm)−Wm(p1, . . . , pm)

4p , (1)

where p represents geometry parameters (α, β, γ, ε, ξ, θ), 4p is relative change of an-
alyzed parameter pi and Wm(p1, . . . , pm) denotes appropriate energy function calculated
without any changes in the parameters (nominal values). Symbolm stands for the number
of parameters.

Analysis was made for maximum change 4p equal to 10% of the nominal value
of the parameter. Achieved results are summarized in table, where elementary effects for
each parameter are listed (red values indicate parameters with higher positive effects, blue
values denote parameters with negative effects).
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EE (p+ 10%) +36 −144 −44 −68 318

EE (p− 10%) −37 +147 +8 +51 −557

Figure II: Arrangement of the magnetic circuit with analysed parameters and the
results of sensitivity analysis

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTING

Experimental testing of the proposed concept was performed by the optical measure-
ment of plunger dynamics by high-speed camera. Fig. III shows opening and also closing
process for cycle operation of the valve and Fig. IV shows results of numerical simulation
[3]. Switching time of one cycle was 50ms. For comparison, measured opening time was
to ≈ 47ms (45ms for closing process) and calculated opening time was to = 48ms.
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Figure III: Opening (upper figure) and
closing (lower figure) process captured
by high-speed camera in the cycle valve

operation (switching time 50 ms).
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Figure IV: Plunger dynamics simulation
calculated for actuator prototype. Total

closing time is equal to 48 ms.



V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Novel concept of a fully electromagnetic valve in bistable operation was presented.
The concept was numerically studied and tested on the designed laboratory prototype by
experimental measurement of valve body dynamics.

The following research in the course of valve simulation will be development of ef-
ficient algorithm for solution of complex numerical model. This model will consider
voltage induced in the field coils by motion of the plunger. From practical point of view,
induced voltage is very important for closed loop control system of the valve operation
and observation of faultless opening and closing process.

The major goal from design viewpoint will be focused on topology optimization,
which is necessary for design more efficient shape of magnetic circuit. The goal of op-
timization will be improvement of the valve dynamic response and reduction of its size
and energy consumption. New laboratory prototype, designed on the base of optimization
results will include also network of Hall sensors, optical position sensors and temperature
probes for comprehensive evaluation of the prototype design and also the above algorithm
for numerical simulation of the valve operation. Very important will be also development
of an optimized valve body, with the aim to eliminate changes in fluid pressure.
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